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Hilal Isghair Saber
Senior Inside Sales Associate
Experienced Inside Sales professional with more than 7 years of inside sales experience and a
record of consistently achieving sales quotas in a high-end B2B.I am a hard working salesman
who is always oriented to deliver the best satisfaction and experiences to the customers.

hilal.isghair@gmail.com 633671747 Barcelona, España linkedin.com/in/hilal-isghair-saber-051a4428

SKILLS

CRM Software Management Teamworker Problem-solving Organisation Motivation Adaptability

Active Listening Interpersonal Communication Customer service Time Management

Objection Handling

WORK EXPERIENCE

Sales & Marketing Specialist
Northdeco
06/2020 - Present, Barcelona, Spain
Northdeco is an online store with a wide catalog and stock of designer furniture selling in Spain, U.K, France & Italy.

Sourcing new sales opportunities through inbound lead follow-up and outbound cold calls and emails.

Understanding customer needs and requirements.

Monitoring & Managing social media.

Producing internal communications.

Closing sales and achieve quarterly quotas.

Research accounts, identify key players and generate interest.

Inside Sales Manager
Leyard Group
09/2018 - 05/2020, Barcelona, Spain
Digital Displays & Signage Solutions - LCD & LED Screens

Source for new leads through inboud & outbound prospecting.

Maintain and develop existing customers and work alongside with channel department and system integrators.

Closing sales and achieve quarterly quotas.

Use of CRM tool (Salesforce) to track leads , opportunities, activities and results.

Work alongside with all teams to build strong pipeline and close deals.

Demos in showroom for potential prospects and existing clients.

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks
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WORK EXPERIENCE

License Compliance Associate Inside Sales Representative
AUTODESK S.A.
10/2017 - 08/2018, Barcelona, Spain
Autodesk is a leader in 3D design, engineering and entertainment software.

Initiate audit requests with Autodesk customers and lead customers throughout the audit process.

Engage customers at the CXO level to gain cooperation and participation in a license compliance audit request.

Work alongside with channel and resellers / partners.

Use the CRM tool (Salesforce, SIEBEL, Qlick) to track leads , opportunities, activities and results.

Work with field sales representatives to manage opportunities, account resource allocation, account strategy and
closing sales.

Inside sales Account Manager
LENOVO S.L.
05/2016 - 05/2017, Barcelona, Spain
Lenovo is an international technology company that produces hardware and software solutions.

Develop new business with existing clients, prospect new clients, engage with mid-market and enterprise large
accounts to build long lasting relationships with partners and distributors.

Negotiate contracts and close agreements to maximize profits.

Ensure the timely and sucessful delivery of our solutions according to customers needs and objectives.

Inbound & Outbound calling 300/400 potential leads.

Work alongside with all teams to build strong pipeline and close deals.

Use of CRM tool (Salesforce) to track leads , opportunities, activities and results.

Inside sales Account Manager
Hewlett-Packard
01/2012 - 05/2016, Barcelona, Spain
Hewlett-Packard is an international technology company that produces hardware and software solutions.

Work closely with customers and understand their needs.

Identify projects and scope for potential HP inc & enterpise solutions.

Hit and exceeded department KPIs by 20% for 3 months in a row.

Maintain good and strong relationships with existing partners and resellers.

Collaborate with sales teams inside the organization.

Inbound & Outbound calling 300/400 potential leads.

Over achievements on targets successfully for each quarter and fiscal year.

Front desk Agent
Hotel Rey Juan Carlos I***** G.L.
10/2006 - 10/2007, Barcelona, Spain
Hotel included in the luxury chain hotels worldwide

Performing all check-in and check-out tasks.

Managing online and phone reservations.

Informing customers about payment methods and verifying their credit card data.

Maintain updated records of bookings and payments.

Welcome guests upon their arrival and assign rooms.

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks
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CERTIFICATES
Web designer - Dreamweaver, Flash, HTML, CSS,
Fireworks, JavaScript (05/2008 - 05/2009)

Analyst JAVA/J2EE Programmer
 (06/2009 - 06/2010)
Java, Spring, Hibernate, mySQL,, JDBC, aJAX, JSP

Network installation and administration course
(Server 2012) (09/2010 - 08/2011)

ACHIEVEMENTS
Outstanding Achievement Award HP inc (2013-
2014)
Reached 178% over target achievement

Oustanding Achievement HP Education (2014-
2015)
Made at least 50 outbound calls per day, while meeting a $1
million quota.

LANGUAGES
Arabic
Full Professional Proficiency

English
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

Spanish
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

Catalan
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

French
Limited Working Proficiency

Italian
Elementary Proficiency

REFERENCES
Ahmad Salim - HPE Education
“Sales manager supervisor during my work experience in HP
Enterprise”

Contact: -ahmadsalim444@gmail.com 647761438

Jana Janasova
“Sales manager EMEA during my work in Leyard group”

Contact: -jana.janasova@leyardgroup.com +421 915703548

EDUCATION

Elementary & High school degree
St.Peter´s School
09/1991 - 06/2004, Barcelona, Spain

Bachelor´s degree in Tourism
EU Mediterrani
09/2005 - 06/2008, Barcelona, Spain

Professional máster´s degree in Digital Traffiker and Lead Generation (Marketing)
IM Digital Business School
11/2020 - Present, Barcelona, Spain


